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KOCH HEAT TRANSFER GROUP OPENS SHANGHAI OFFICE 
 
HOUSTON – Koch Heat Transfer Group is pleased to announce the opening of its representative 
office in Shanghai, China, to provide customized solutions for process industries in the rapidly 
developing Chinese market. 

“China continues to be a growing market for our technology and products,” said John Rosso, 
president of Koch Heat Transfer.  “With our global fabrication capabilities and regional engineering 
and sales services we are actively expanding our marketing reach and after-market customer 
assistance. Our new office in China will help us better serve our customers in this region of the 
world.”  

Koch Heat Transfer Group was formed last year when Brown Fintube Company acquired Industrie 
Meccaniche di Bagnolo S.P.A, an Italian manufacturer of heat exchangers. The two companies were 
combined to offer a full complement of capabilities. Companies within this group design and 
fabricate custom heat exchangers, and maintain fabrication capabilities in North America, Europe 
and Asia through company-owned facilities or in association with local manufacturers that can 
fabricate to all major design codes. 

Koch Heat Transfer markets innovative heat-transfer solutions to petrochemical, refining, ethylene, 
coal gasification and offshore oil and gas production industries. The company has provided its heat 
exchangers to numerous customers in China.    

Alex Zhu (Zhen-Wei) has been named as the marketing representative for the Shanghai office. He is 
a Shanghai native, with ten years experience in sales of technical products serving the refining, 
chemical and petrochemical industries.  Zhu earned his bachelor’s degree in electrical and machinery 
engineering and a master’s degree in business administration from Fudan University.  He can be 
contacted by e-mail at Alex.Zhu@kochheattransfer.com, by phone at (86-21) 62674742 or by fax at 
(86-21) 62674743.    
 
The Koch Heat Transfer Company, LP, Shanghai Representative Office is located at 580 Nan Jing 
Road (W), #42-08/10, Nan Zheng Building, Shanghai, China 200041. 

Koch Heat Transfer Group companies design and fabricate specialty heat exchangers for a global customer base. 
These companies maintain fabrication capabilities in North America, Europe and Asia either through company-
owned facilities or in association with local fabricators that can fabricate to all major design codes.  Koch Heat 
Transfer Group is a part of Koch Chemical Technology Group LLC.  For more information visit 
www.kochheattransfer.com. 
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